PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF PSYCHOLOGY

Resolution No. 34
Series of 2014

For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as PSYCHOMETRICIANS pursuant to Sec. 17, Article V of R.A. No. 10029, known as the "Philippine Psychology Act of 2009", and Sec. 17, Rule V of Board Res. No. 03 Series of 2012, known as the "Implementing Rules and Regulations of R.A. No. 10029"

1. ASCUE, BABY JANE MENDOZA
2. BENAUBAO, ALONA PATRECIO
3. CAMARA, MELANIE CASTILLO
4. CADENAS, MARY GRACE SALVADOR
5. CASTRO, DONNABELLE AQUINO
6. CRISOSTOMO, GOLDA AIRA VILLALUZ
7. DABU, DAHLIA CORAZON MACABUAG
8. DEL ROSARIO, ANNABELLE CRUZ
9. DOGELIO, BABY LEN ESCOMEN
10. EGAMINO, FELOMENA BALADAD
11. ESPAÑOLA, ADORA LISA BONLEON
12. JAVIER, SHEILA ABELLANOSA
13. LINO, LADY ANN CELESTINO
14. LIWAG, LISETTE MARILOU PARIÑAS
15. MACALINAO, PHILIP SIBUG
16. MEDEL, NANNETTE OCAMPO
17. MENDOZA, AIREEN GARCIA
18. MENOR, LUCILLE PENDON
19. Miano, ALLAN MAGUYON
20. MORALES, MARY GRACE ESTRELLA
21. OCCIANO, YOLANDA DELA ROSA
22. OLIVEROS, KAREN RODILLAS
23. POBLETE, NINA ACORDA
24. QUINDO, MA. JOCelyn RONULO
25. REYES, VERNON ENAGE
26. SALAC, RIZALYN GRACE NOBLEZA
27. see, PORTIA LYNN QUETULIO
28. TABAO, RACHEL REALUBIT
29. TORRES, MARIA CONSTANCIA DURAN
30. TUMBAGA, MARIA CRISTINA MEJIA
31. UNDABA, ADELAIDE GAMIT

XXXNOTHING FOLLOWSXXX

Upon evaluation of the documents submitted in support of their respective application, the Board finds that the above-named applicants have met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Act and Rules.

WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow their registration as Psychometricians. Upon approval hereof by the Commission, let their respective Certificate of Registration and Professional Identification Card be issued after they shall have taken their respective oaths of professionals.
Done in the City of Manila, this 2nd day of December, 2014.
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